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Pro Android Graphics is a comprehensive goldmine of knowledge and techniques that will help you design, create, and optimize 2D graphics
for use in your Android Jelly Bean applications. Android application developer and expert multimedia producer Wallace Jackson of Mind Taffy
Design shows you how to leverage Android's powerful graphics APIs in conjunction with professional open source graphics design tools such
as GIMP 2.8.6 and more. You’ll learn about: The foundational graphics concepts behind the three core new media areas (digital imaging,
digital video, and 2D animation) which relate to graphics design, and how to optimize these new media assets for your Android applications
across iTVs, tablets, eReaders, game consoles, and smartphones. Digital imaging techniques for Android apps design, including graphics
design layouts and graphical user interface elements, and how to use image compositing techniques to take your digital imaging to far higher
levels. Advanced image compositing and blending techniques, using Android’s PorterDuff, NinePatch, and LayerDrawable classes.
Advanced 2D animation techniques, using Android’s Animation and AnimationDrawable classes. Digital video optimization, playback, and
streaming, using open source 3D (Terragen 3) and video (VirtualDub) applications, as well as professional video editing applications such as
Squeeze Pro 9. You’ll use these software packages with Android’s VideoView and MediaPlayer classes, and add compositing to enhance
your end-users’ digital video experience.
Manage your own revision with step-by-step support from experienced teachers and examiners Sean O'Byrne and George Rouse. Use
specific case studies to improve your knowledge of Computer Science. Apply terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words.
-Plan and pace your revision with the revision planner -Use the expert tips to clarify key points -Avoid making typical mistakes with key expert
advice -Test yourself with end-of-topic questions and answers and tick off each topic as you complete it -Get exam ready with last minute
quick quizzes at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/myrevisionnotes
This comprehensive book gives Microsoft SQL developers what they want: a detailed reference with lots of code and real-world examples.
And it's just in time for the biggerst database server product to hit the shelves in years--Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. Topics include SQL Server
functions, database setup and connectivity, naming conventions; and standards, guidelines, and tips for developing MS SQL Server objects.
This comprehensive guide to modern data encryption makes cryptography accessible to information security professionals of all skill
levels—with no math expertise required Cryptography underpins today’s cyber-security; however, few information security professionals have
a solid understanding of these encryption methods due to their complex mathematical makeup. Modern Cryptography: Applied Mathematics
for Encryption and Information Security leads readers through all aspects of the field, providing a comprehensive overview of cryptography
and practical instruction on the latest encryption methods. The book begins with an overview of the evolution of cryptography and moves on
to modern protocols with a discussion of hashes, cryptanalysis, and steganography. From there, seasoned security author Chuck Easttom
provides readers with the complete picture—full explanations of real-world applications for cryptography along with detailed implementation
instructions. Unlike similar titles on the topic, this reference assumes no mathematical expertise—the reader will be exposed to only the
formulas and equations needed to master the art of cryptography. Concisely explains complex formulas and equations and makes the math
easy Teaches even the information security novice critical encryption skills Written by a globally-recognized security expert who has taught
cryptography to various government and civilian groups and organizations around the world
An essential how-to guide for experienced DBAs on the most significant product release since 2005! Microsoft SQL Server 2012 will have
major changes throughout the SQL Server and will impact how DBAs administer the database. With this book, a team of well-known SQL
Server experts introduces the many new features of the most recent version of SQL Server and deciphers how these changes will affect the
methods that administrators have been using for years. Loaded with unique tips, tricks, and workarounds for handling the most difficult SQL
Server admin issues, this how-to guide deciphers topics such as performance tuning, backup and recovery, scaling and replication,
clustering, and security. Serves as a must-have how-to guide on the new features of the 2012 release of Microsoft SQL Server Walks you
through ways to manage and monitor SQL Server and automate administration Guides you through SQL Azure for cloud computing, data
replication, and data warehouse performance improvements Addresses client-connectivity enhancements, new features that ensure high
availability of mission-critical applications, and tighter integration with Excel and SharePoint for data analysis and reporting Highlights major
changes to the suite of SQL Server BI tools, including integration, reporting, and analysis services Includes real-world case examples and
best practices from Microsoft insiders If you're a database administrator eager to get started with the newest version of SQL Server, then this
book is essential reading.
Here is the ideal field guide for data warehousing implementation. This book first teaches you how to build a data warehouse, including
defining the architecture, understanding the methodology, gathering the requirements, designing the data models, and creating the
databases. Coverage then explains how to populate the data warehouse and explores how to present data to users using reports and
multidimensional databases and how to use the data in the data warehouse for business intelligence, customer relationship management,
and other purposes. It also details testing and how to administer data warehouse operation.
The Definitive Guide to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 is a task-oriented book designed for self-study as well as classroom environments,
which will also serve you as a reference guide. The book covers all skills that system administrators typically need to posses to administer
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server in corporate environments. It starts at the beginning, which makes The Definitive Guide to SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 12 suitable for people without any preliminary Linux knowledge, and yet works up to advanced SUSE Linux administration
tasks, such as building a cluster, optimizing performance or managing SUSE Linux Enterprise Server with SUSE Manager. The Definitive
Guide to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 is an ideal reference guide for system administrators, but is also perfect as a study book to
prepare for the CLA, CLP as well as the CLE exams. This book contains step-by-step exercises, and scenario based exercises at the end of
each chapter to help readers getting familiar with the subjects that are required to pass these three exams. The Definitive Guide to SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 12also contains test exams, so you can use it as a study guide in a formal learning environment or as a book that you
can learn and test your own progress as you master SUSE Linux Enterprise Server. You'll learn everything you need to know and the skills
you need to manage SUSE Linux Enterprise Servers, from installing a secure server, to performing the day-to-day management tasks on
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server. Along the way you'll encounter and master SUSE Linux Enterprise Server in a data center environment, how
to manage your SUSE Enterprise Server for High Availability, and you'll see how to manage your SUSE Linux Enterprise Server with SUSE
Manager. From installation to expert management, The Definitive Guide to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 will show you the ways to
succeed with Linux Enterprise Server 12.

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
This book constitutes the workshop proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Database Systems for
Advanced Applications, DASFAA 2012, held in Busan, South Korea, in April 2012. The volume contains five workshops,
each focusing on specific area that contributes to the main themes of the DASFAA conference: The Second International
Workshop on Flash-based Database Systems (FlashDB 2012), the First International Workshop on Information
Technologies for Maritime and Logistics (ITEMS 2012), the Third International Workshop on Social Networks and Social
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Media Mining on the Web (SNSMW 2012), the Second International Workshop on Spatial Information Modeling,
Management and Mining (SIM3 2012), and the Fifth International Workshop on Data Quality in Integration Systems
(DQIS 2012).
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 marks the biggest advancement in the history of the Exchange Product group. The
completely re-engineered server system will change the face of how IT administrators approach Exchange. Tony
Redmond, one of the world’s most acclaimed Exchange experts, offers insider insight from the very basics of the newly
transformed architecture to understanding the nuances of the new and improved Microsoft Management Console (MMC)
3.0 and the two new administrative interfaces—the Exchange Management Console (EMC) and the Exchange
Management Shell (EMS). How Exchange works with Active Directory How the new management model works How to
use the Exchange Management Shell to automate administrative operations How Outlook, Outlook Web Access, and
Windows Mobile clients work with Exchange How Exchange 2007 message routing differs from previous versions How to
help your users to use Exchange intelligently How to select hardware for Exchange 2007
Compute-IT will help you deliver innovative lessons for the new Key Stage 3 Computing curriculum with confidence,
using resources and meaningful assessment produced by expert educators. With Compute-IT you will be able to assess
and record students' attainment and monitor progression all the way through to Key Stage 4. Developed by members of
Computing at School, the national subject association for Computer Science, and a team of Master Teachers who deliver
CPD through the Network of Excellence project funded by the Department for Education, Compute-IT provides a
cohesive and supportive learning package structured around the key strands of Computing. Creative and flexible in its
approach, Compute-IT makes Computing for Key Stage 3 easy to teach, and fun and meaningful to learn, so you can:
Follow well-structured and finely paced lessons along a variety of suggested routes through Key Stage 3 Deliver
engaging and interesting lessons using a range of files and tutorials provided for a range of different programming
languages Ensure progression throughout Key Stage 3 with meaningful tasks underpinned by unparalleled teacher and
student support Assess students' work with confidence, using ready-prepared formative and summative tasks that are
mapped to meaningful learning outcomes and statements in the new Programme of Study Creative and flexible in its
approach, Compute-IT makes Computing for Key Stage 3 easy to teach, and fun and meaningful to learn. This is the
third title in the Compute-IT course, which comprises three Student's Books, three Teacher Packs and a range of digital
teaching and learning resources delivered through Dynamic Learning.
Comprehensive treatment focuses on creation of efficient data structures and algorithms and selection or design of data
structure best suited to specific problems. This edition uses Java as the programming language.
The book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Workshop on Distributed, High-Performance and Grid
Computing in Computational Biology, GCCB 2006, held in Eilat, Israel in January 2007 in conjunction with the 5th
European Conference on Computational Biology, ECCB 2006. The 13 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from many high quality submissions.
This book is the twelfth in a series presenting research papers arising from MSc/MRes research projects undertaken by
students of the School of Computing and Mathematics at Plymouth University. The publications in this volume are based
upon research projects that were undertaken during the 2013/14 academic year. A total of 17 papers are presented,
covering many aspects of modern networking and communication technology, including security, mobility, coding
schemes and quality measurement. The expanded topic coverage compared to earlier volumes in this series reflects the
broadening of our range of MSc programmes. Specifically contributing programmes are: Communications Engineering
and Signal Processing, Computer and Information Security, Computer Science, Computing, Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, Network Systems Engineering, and Robotics.
Learn how Paint Shop Pro can improve your digital workflow!
Microsoft SQL Server Database Development from Scratch is a road map to database management, implementation, and administration.
Author Rob Hawthorne teaches readers how to create, maintain, and increase performance within the application. Concepts and techniques
are reinforced as readers create a spy tracker database.
B? tài li?u h??ng d?n chi ti?t các s? d?ng PLC S7-1200 c?a Siemens
Comprehensive treatment focuses on creation of efficient data structures and algorithms and selection or design of data structure best suited
to specific problems. This edition uses C++ as the programming language.
Provides users of transportation statistics with a comprehensive inventory of transportation data sources to effect easier accessibility and
availability of information. Listed by agency, each profile contains the name and type of the data source, mode (area of transportation relating
to the source), abstract, source of data, attributes, significant features or limitations, corresponding printed source, sponsoring organization,
performing organization, availability, and contact for additional information. Indexed alphabetically and by mode.
Web advertising is changing. What was once a predominantly Flash-based medium is making the switch to HTML5, with the benefit of a plugin free environment giving a larger audience for ads, and better integration with the page they are featured on. We live in a time where
marketers, designers, and developers are confused as to what they can and can’t do on different devices, browsers, and operating systems.
What better way to finally make sense of it all, than by stepping through the entire campaign process on your own terms? HTML5 Advertising
will educate you on the whole digital advertising process from start to finish, and help you take advantage of new HTML5 features such as
canvas, CSS3 animations, DOM events, audio and video, and offline storage. You'll also learn how to get around discrepancies in browser
support with JavaScript and polyfills. You will be provided with tips and tricks to better optimize content across screens and make the most
successful campaign with the lightest footprint possible, which is especially important when deploying to mobile devices. This book: Takes
you through the advertising campaign process with HTML5 from design to delivery Provides in-depth knowledge into the digital advertising
landscape and the HTML5 specification Communicates tips and tricks coming from Flash and ActionScript to HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript.
HTML5 Advertising equips you with the knowledge to attack cutting-edge, rich media projects with confidence and scale, while also learning
the essentials to communicate to internal and external clients. HTML5 is here whether you like it or not, so why not jump in early and head
down the path of building the future.
Now you can give new meaning to the description “High-performance computer!” And you can even choose the performers—Elvis or Elton,
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the Beatles or Beethoven, Eminem or Englebert, Pfish or Pavarotti. Your Windows XP is like a concert hall, and Windows XP Digital Music
For Dummies is just the ticket to get you in and get you enjoying digital music. It will help you get in tune with the times with note-by-note
information on: Setting up your computer to handle music Using Windows Media Player that’s part of the XP package Making your computer
the centerpiece of your music collection Shopping for and downloading music from Napster, iTunes, Rhapsody, and more internet sites
Selecting the hardware, software, and audio tools you need Written by Ryan Williams, an accomplished musician with an MS in Music
Technology who develops digital multimedia tools, this guide helps you explore: Transferring your CDs or even vinyl records (if you have
them, you know what they are) to the realm of your computer Choosing and using portable audio players Upgrading your PC and turning it
into a jukebox with your all-time favorite hits Organizing and burning your music to disc for use in other types of devices, like traditional CD or
DVD players Souping up your computer and making it a virtual studio Laying down basic tracks and mixing them Taking the finished product
to disk, the Internet, and elsewhere Hear what you’ve been missing. With Windows XP Digital Music For Dummies, you and your Windows
XP can make beautiful (or raucous, harmonious, hip-hop, rousing, jazzy, inspiring—whatever your taste) digital music together!
The complete DOS book includes coverage of every feature of the operating system, as well as every DOS utility. Original.
The techniques of analytic mapping and of geographic information systems (GIS) have become increasingly important tools for analysing
census, crime, environmental and consumer data. The authors discuss data access, transformation and preparation issues, and how to
select the appropriate analytic graphics techniques.
For repairing performance loss or maximizing current potential, this guide aims to provide the information and conceptual framework that will
enable readers to be performance experts. Includes information on processor performance, application profiling and hardware considerations.
Pro SQL Server Administration brings SQL Server administration into the modern era with strong coverage of hybrid cloud environments, InMemory OLTP, and installation on Server Core. This comprehensive guide to SQL Server Administration for today’s DBA helps you to
administer the new and key areas of SQL Server, including Columnstore indexes and the In-Memory OLTP feature set introduced in 2014.
You will also be guided through the administration of traditional areas of SQL Server, including how to secure your instance, monitor and
maintain your instance, and to use features such as AlwaysOn to make your instance highly available. Also covered is the use of SQL Server
features to scale out read-only workloads. Pro SQL Server Administration is an all-new book taking up-to-date and modern approach that
you'll want and need to further your career as a SQL Server database administrator. Extensive coverage of hybrid cloud environments
involving Azure SQL Database Detailed discussions on all new, key features, including AlwaysOn and in-memory support Comprehensive
coverage of key skills, such as monitoring, maintenance and indexing
CD-ROM contains: Selected images from text -- Animations -- Software.
The high accuracy of modern astronomical spatial-temporal reference systems has made them considerably complex. This book offers a
comprehensive overview of such systems. It begins with a discussion of ‘The Problem of Time’, including recent developments in the art of
clock making (e.g., optical clocks) and various time scales. The authors address the definitions and realization of spatial coordinates by
reference to remote celestial objects such as quasars. After an extensive treatment of classical equinox-based coordinates, new paradigms
for setting up a celestial reference system are introduced that no longer refer to the translational and rotational motion of the Earth. The role
of relativity in the definition and realization of such systems is clarified. The topics presented in this book are complemented by exercises
(with solutions). The authors offer a series of files, written in Maple, a standard computer algebra system, to help readers get a feel for the
various models and orders of magnitude. Beyond astrometry, the main fields of application of high-precision astronomical spatial-temporal
reference systems and frames are navigation (GPS, interplanetary spacecraft navigation) and global geodynamics, which provide a highprecision Celestial Reference System and its link to any terrestrial spatial-temporal reference system. Mankind’s urgent environmental
questions can only be answered in the context of appropriate reference systems in which both aspects, space and time, are realized with a
sufficiently high level of accuracy. This book addresses all those interested in high-precision reference systems and the various techniques
(GPS, Very Long Baseline Interferometry, Satellite Laser Ranging, Lunar Laser Ranging) necessary for their realization, including the
production and dissemination of time signals.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

Practically every crime now involves some aspect of digital evidence. This is the most recent volume in the Advances in
Digital Forensics series. It describes original research results and innovative applications in the emerging discipline of
digital forensics. In addition, it highlights some of the major technical and legal issues related to digital evidence and
electronic crime investigations. This book contains a selection of twenty-eight edited papers from the Fourth Annual IFIP
WG 11.9 Conference on Digital Forensics, held at Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan in the spring of 2008.
?The research presented in this book discusses how to efficiently retrieve track and trace information for an item of
interest that took a certain path through a complex network of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers. To
this end, a super-ordinate system called "Discovery Service" is designed that has to handle large amounts of data, high
insert-rates, and a high number of queries that are submitted to the discovery service. An example that is used
throughout this book is the European pharmaceutical supply chain, which faces the challenge that more and more
counterfeit medicinal products are being introduced. Between October and December 2008, more than 34 million fake
drug pills were detected at customs control at the borders of the European Union. These fake drugs can put lives in
danger as they were supposed to fight cancer, take effect as painkiller or antibiotics, among others. The concepts
described in this book can be adopted for supply chain management use cases other than track and trace, such as recall,
supply chain optimization, or supply chain analytics.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue
is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles
that enthusiasts crave.
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